THE    TRAIL    BACK
glitter for the gold. Within me had lain potentialities for moral
serenity, and I had not known it. Storm and danger had been
my salvation, and without them my spirit should have dropped
heedlessly off to sleep in my flesh. There on that Arctic tundra
I had reconstructed myself from within. Up through the lined
and frozen layers of skin on my face, my true visage had begun
to emerge, the visage that God had meant all men to show to
one another; and that visage all the blizzards, all the adversity
in the world could not decompose.
Out in the world I had been ridiculously capable of swelling
myself up to the point of filling a city: here I was dust. Nothing
informs man with humility like the Arctic wastes. At sea one is
still a man, one rides the waves and is not lost in them. Here we
creep, we are insects. As insects minutely small we crawl over
the ground by day, build our diminutive snowhouses by night;
and when we seat ourselves within, it is this sense of proportion
that reveals to us the quality of our conquest*
I say ewe' but I cannot pretend of course to lend to the
Eskimos these thoughts I now express. The poverty that was
my salvation had from the beginning of time been theirs, and
so long as they were uncontaminated they lived in obedience to
the high code that it commanded. But I was rediscovering that
code. I was rounding out the cycle of life in my return to a
point on that cycle which the Eskimos had never left. Those
men about whom I knew properly nothing at all, those beings
of another race separated from me by thousands of years of the
evolution of my kind, had stood shoulder to shoulder with me
in the blizzard. With my friends Outside there had always been
differences, we had always remained personalities, individuals.
Here, after the first few weeks of my probation, none of this
existed: the contact was direct, devoid of the detours of person-
ality, Day after day a wind would rise, a sign of danger would
appear in the air, and we would respond together, each forget-
ting himself and striving in the common cause. Outside, it
wanted war and flood to give man this sense of brotherhood:
here it was a commonplace of life. And if I write this now, and
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